2019-nCov
Cherry Betty & Jill

Can't go out of our
homes because
otherwise we would
get the virus.

Can't go to school and
other after school
classes like we
normally do.

Having online classes.

Can't order deliveries
because we are afraid
that people sending
deliveries would
carry the virus.

Afraid to go to places
with a lot of people.

Didn't go to relatives
to with happy new
year when it's the new
year time.

Stop letting friends
and relatives inter our
houses.

Can't breathe in fresh
air, even when we go
out, we must wear
masks so we also can't
breathe in fresh air.

Buying a lot of masks
and protection things.
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ADAPTABILITY
Because the life right now is very different, so we need to have the ability to
adapt to it to live better and have a better time, so we need to try and adapt
this new surviving routine. Or else we will be feeling very terrible if we can't
get used to it, we will be always complaining and make our lives very hard,
but if we just adapt to everything, think from the bright side, we will have a
much easier life.
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2019-NCOV EXPERIENCE
▪ We must stop letting friends and relatives to inter our houses, which we can only

stay in our house by ourselves, and can't play with friends, we can only use social
media to contact people.

▪ We also must always keep the windows closed because we are afraid the virus

would flow into the house and infect us, if we can't open the windows, we can't
really ventilate, so the air is not fresh.

▪ We felt sad that this virus has come, it affect a huge amount of people, and we wish

that this virus could stop immediately.

▪ We feel sorry for people who got the virus, they always cough and struggles to

breathe. They were being separated from others, they would feel lonely and
uncomfortable. We can't even imagine what would happen if we were them.
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